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Ambush marketing in sport:
by Steve Comelius2

Introduction develop around sport, provided that the
sportsmen and women did not breach the
amateur code in the process.8

with viewpoints ranging from the absolute
free market approach allowing everything
to the draconian regulation of any fomi
of advertising during a specific sports
event. In essence, the debate tums firstly
on the question of whether ambush mar-
keting should be subject to regulation at
all. Secondly, if ambush marketing indeed
requires regulation, to what extent should
it be regulated?

Since the end of the twentieth century,
professional sport has developed into a
worldwide industry worth hundreds of bil-
lions of dollars. Along with that, the idea
of sport as a purely recreational activity
has also largely disappeared. In the last
thirty years, sport has become an impor-
tant component of the entertainment in-
dustry.3 Sport federations have awakened
to the fact that sport has an inherent enter-
tainment value and that this entertainment

characteristic of sport also has an inherent
market value that can be utilised for the

benefit of the relevant sports federations.s

However, the cracks soon appeared. Events
at local, regional and provincial level were
initially principally funded by participants
and proceeds from ticket sales. Sports
events were largely dependent on local
authorities, who provided facilities, and
the selfless work of volunteers. However,
the increasing need for national, transna-
tional and intemational competition began
to take its toll economically on sports fed-
erations. Rising costs also had the erect
that the proceeds h'om ticket sales were
no longer sufhcient to sustain sport.9 This
resu)ted in sport, as an industry, becoming
more and more receptive to advertising.
Initially, many restrictions were placed on
advertising. The number, nature, extent,
size and positioning of advertising mate-
rial were strictly regulated.

Although the controversy around ambush
marketing comes to the fore largely in
sport, and particularly in relation to high
level sport, such as the Olympic Games,
World Cup toumaments and intemational
competitions and leagues, it is not uncom-
mon for this phenomenon also to emerge
in other social and cultural spheres.i2 The
focus in this article is limited to ambush

marketing in sport, but the same principles
will also be applicable to ambush market-
ing in any other context.

The advertising industry has long since
recognised the opportunities that sport
holds for marketing. The sports industry
manages on a weekly basis to attract to a
single location a significantly large group
of consumers that can all be simultane-

ously reached with a single message, a
feat which no other industry achieves to
quite the same extent.6 The advertising
industry has consequently begun to con-
centrate more and more on sport as a tool
to expose consumers to goods and serv-
ices. This has manifested itself in several
ways: billboards have been erected near
sports stadia, flyers and flee samples are
handed out to spectators outside stadia,
aeroplanes with banners have down over
jam-packed stadia, businesses in the ar-
eas around stadia promote special overs,
newspapers and magazines include post-
ers of sports heroes in their publications,
advertisements contain images of sports
and air time for advertising during radio
and television broadcasts of sport are sold
like hot cakes.

The increased inclination towards profes-
sionalism also lead to the awareness of
sport as a business. Seasoned business
tycoons like Kelly Packer, Rupert Mur-
doch and Louis Luyt tumed to the man-
agement of sports federations and sports
leagues.io it would inevitably lead to the
development of sport as a business. Where
sport previously distanced itself from ad-
vertising, sports federations and sports
leagues now embraced it. Where sport
was initially indiRerent to the advertis-
ing practises that developed around sport,
sports federations and leagues now sought
to control them and utilise them to their
greatest benefit. ibis would unavoidably
lead to tension between sports bodies and
business enterprises, but also among busi-
ness enterprises themselves.

What is ambush marketing?

Ambush marketing in sport is defined as
marketing enabling a business enterprise
to insinuate a relationship between spe-
cific goods or services and a sports event,
without the marketer actually making any
financial contribution to the sports event,
whether by sponsorship or any other
method.i3 The aim here is to use the good-
will of the sports event to secure exposure
for the goods or services of the advertis-
CF.i4 According to Epsteinls ambush mar-
keting consists of any marketing activity
relating to a sports event, in which a party
is involved without being an ofhcial spon-
sor of that event. This occurs when an en-
terprise, with no direct involvement with
or interest in a sports event, presents its
trademarks, trade names, goods or serv-
ices in such a way that it creates the im-
pression that a relationship exists between
the sports event and that enterprise, when
in reality there is no such connection. For
example, in the lead up to the 2000 ol-
ympic Games in Sydney, the airline Qan-
tas launched an advertising campaign of
"Special Olympic overs". Qantas also
engaged well known athletes to appear

In the era of strict amateurism in sport,
during the late nineteenth century and the
early to mid-twentieth century, sports fed-
erations were characterised by their cau-
tious approach. They strictly guarded the
ethos of a social order together with physi-
cal and spiritual health through physical
exercise that was founded on the playing
fields of the private schools in England7.
Sports federations paid no attention to
the advertising campaigns that began to

It is out of this tension that the notion of
ambush marketing would emerge. Ac-
cording to Leoneit, the concept "ambush
marketing" is a derogatory label that op-
ponents attach to any advertising activity
that refers to or alludes to sports or a sports
event, even if it does not allude to a rela-
tionship or a connection with the sports
event itself. The controversy surrounding
ambush marketing invokes a hefty debate,
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in these advertisements. Although Ansett
was the oMcial airline sponsor of the 2000
Olympic Games, market research showed
that 60% of Australians were under the

impression that Qantas was in fact the of-
ficial airline.i6

and then follow the altemative route of
ambush marketing. Secondly, the number
of sponsors that can get involved in a par-
ticular sports event is naturally limited.
This is ftuther complicated by long-stand-
ing established relationships between a
specific sport or sports event and a spe-
cific sponsor.2i Competitors that also want
to utilise the opportunity to promote their
goods or services then sometimes resort to
ambush marketing. Moreover, there may
be a prohibition on advertising in respect
of the product that the marketer wishes to
advance(such as tobacco) or the product
may not be compatible with the image that
the particular sports federation wishes to
porUay (for example pomographic mate-
rial).22

A prohibition on ambush marketing is
unnecessary. Why should authorities
have to get involved to protect sports
federations (and sponsors)? 'Be 2006
Football World Cup was successfully
hosted in Germany without any of:Hcial
measures implemented by the authori-
ties to forbid ambush marketing, and so
was the 2008 European Football Cham-
pionship that took place in Austria and
Switzerland.

A prohibition on ambush marketing
does not benefit sport. Enterprises that
utilise ambush marketing are oren in-
volved as sponsors at diHerent levels of
sport. If the restrictions on ambush mar-
keting are too strict, it would deprive
sport of those sponsorships to the detri-
ment of sport in general.
A prohibition on ambush marketing
does not have broader economic advan-
tages. It only benefits large intemational
sports federations and multinational
companies.
Ambush marketing is acceptable on
every other level of the economy and
that should therefore also be the case in
sport. If sport cannot cope with normal
competitive practices, then it is the busi-
ness model of sport that should be re-
considered, not ambush marketing
The restriction of ambush marketing is
anti-competitive and it is unreasonable
to aHord the opportunities to benefit
from a large sports event only to select-
ed large business enterprises. Besides,
the hundreds of millions of dollars

contributed by ofhcial sponsors pale
in comparison with the billions of dol-
lars in taxpayers' money that authorities
pump into large sports events. A large
number of enterprises, which have con-
tributed to making a sports event pos-
sible through payment of their taxes, are
prevented from gaining any advantage
from the interest generated by the sports
event.
It is too difhcult to draw a line between

unlawful ambush marketing and lawful
parallel marketing. Advertisers attempt
to gain advantage from sports events in
diverse ways and not all methods evoke
the same level of indignation. For ex-
ample, can a school present a "Summer
Games" without infringing measures
aimed at the 2012 olympic Games in
London? Or what about the barkeeper
that writes on a blackboard outside the
door "Watch the Games here"?
Existing law already overs sufhcient
protection. Sports federations and their
ofhcial sponsors are already protected
by means of the existing intellectual

Grifhth-Jonesi7 takes the definition one

step further and suggests that ambush
marketing also occurs when no relation-
ship with the sports event is suggested,
but an enterprise uses the interest that the
sports event generates to promote its trade
names or trademarks, without that enter-
prise having any direct involvement or in-
terest in the sports event. For example, in
the lead up to the 1 996 olympic Games in
Atlanta, the sports clothing manufacturer
Nike bought an old building in the city
centre of Atlanta and tumed it into a Nike
muscum.ia Nike is known as an enterprise
that does not oren get involved with sport
as an ofhcial sponsor, but never lets a mar-
keting opportunity at a large sports event
pass by unhamessed.iP The question arises
whether or not such advertising practises
amount to ambush marketing.

Whatever the particular reason, a busi-
ness enterprise resorts to ambush market-
ing with one aim, that is to associate the
goodwill of the enterprise so closely with
the goodwill or marketing value of the
sports event that the enterprise's goodwill
is in fact enhanced by the goodwill of the
event.23 'jl'his is also an important charac-
teristic distinguishing ambush marketing
from parallel marketing.The interest that a sports event generates

with the public bestows an inherent good-
will or marketing value on that event. A
sponsor enectively "purchases" the sports
federation's pemlission to use that good-
will or marketing value to its advantage.
Ambush marketing means that a third par-
ty, often a direct competitor of the spon-
sor, unlawfully tries to gain advantage
from the marketing value of the sports
event without the pemiission of the sports
federation, diverting the focus from the
sponsor, and diminishing the impact of the
sponsor's advertising.2a

Ambush marketing can also be aimed at
creating uncertainty among consumers, so
that they identify the goods or services in
the advertisement with the specific sports
event. The goal is then to create the impres-
sion that the enterprise is associated with
the sports event. Tbe oldective is two-fold,
namely to advance the enterprise's goods
or services, and simultaneously to under-
mine the impact of the advertisements of
the ofhcial sponsors.24

In this article I distinguish between am-
bush marketing, which is unlawful, and
parallel marketing, which is lawful. It is
oren difhcult to discem when advertising
goes too far. The aim is then also to devel-
op a guideline whereby the diHerentiation
between ambush marketing and parallel
marketing can be readily detemlined.

To regulate or not to regulate?

Unavoidably, the controversy surround-
ing ambush marketing has attracted the
attention of authorities worldwide. The
question arises whether sports federations
must simply be left at the mercy of the
free market or if govemment involvement
is required.

Why is there ambush marketing? The decision to regulate can only be justi-
fied if there is a legitimate interest worthy
of protection, the interest is under threat
and current law is insufhcient to oder
protection.2s Leoncza is of the opinion that
these requirements are absent and that reg-
ulation would consequently improperly
interfere with the flee market. She bases

her viewpoint on various arguments:

Many reasons have been oHered to explain
why a business enterprise would be tempt-
ed to resort to ambush marketing. Firstly,
especially in high level sports, it demands
an excessive amount of money to be de-
clared an ofhcial sponsor of a sports event.
Many enterprises quite simply cannot af-
ford it or cannot justify the expenditure,
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property law (especially with regards to
trademarks and trade names) and regu-
lation of unlawful competition. There
are also avenues outside the law that can
be used to put an end to ambush mar-
keting. Ofhcial sponsors can, for exam-
ple, purchase all the advertising space
around a stadium and sports federations
can agree with broadcasters to only sell
advertising air time to ofhcial sponsors.

enterprise. Reputation is predom inantly a
personality interest,29 but goodwill is in-
deed a patrimonial interest that vests in
the estate of the enterprise.30 it is likely
the most important asset of any enterprise,
because without the ability to attract and
entice clients no enterprise could maintain
a meanings ul existence.

plicants' wedding ceremony could not be
published without pemlission. The reason
for this finding did not lie so much in the
violation of the applicants' privacy (they
had, acer all, already agreed to publish the
wedding photographs in another maga-
zine), but more in the possible commercial
disadvantage that was held in the infringe-
ment of the applicants' exclusive rights
(as famous movie stars). In German law
the protection of goodwill is also seen as
the foundation for restrictions on ambush
marketing.s6

Goodwill is an immaterial asset in the es-
tate of an enterprise, just as confidential
infomiation or trade secrets may be. As
Judge Diemond explained,3t an enterprise
acts unlawfully when it uses, to its own
advantage, the confidential information
that a competitor developed with zeal and
expertise. The unlawful use of confiden-
tial information entails laying claim to a
trade asset that was created by the eKorts
of another. According to Judge Diemond32
it is difhcult to see how this usurpa-
tion diners in principle from stealing the
goods out of a competitor's shop. This
begs the question; does ambush market-
ing not also comprise the advancement
of an enterprise through the use of the
goodwill attached to a sports event? is the

goodwill attached to a sports event not an
asset developed through the skill and ex-
pertise of the particular sports federation?
If goodwill is an asset, in principle there
can then be no distinction between the un-

lawful use of goodwill and the unlawful
use of any other trade asset, such as con-
fidential information. Judge Van Djjkhorst
explained33 that the misuse of confidential
information indeed also amounts to viola-
tion of goodwill. There is consequently
no underlying diHerence between misuse
of confidential infomiation and misuse of
goodwill. At the end of the day, both are
fomls of unlawful competition.

Consequently, Leonez7 concludes that any
prohibition on ambush marketing is dra-
conian and unjustifiable, especially con-
sidering that the lion's share of the fund-
ing of a large sports event or toumament
comes from taxpayers' contributions.

Besides the patrimonial interest in good-
will, there are also personality interests at
stake. For purposes of this discussion, it is
of the utmost importance to note that it is
not only natural persons that have person-
ality interests, but also juristic persons --
insofar as it is reasonable -- in the sense of
personality rights such as reputation and
identity.37

The validity of these arguments must be
investigated to detemline if the regulation
of ambush marketing is truly desirable or
not.

Is there a legally recognized interest? Naturally, the patrimonial interest of good-
will is strongly connected with the person-
ality interest in reputation. However, both
goodwill and reputation are inextricably
linked with identity. Goodwill, or reputa-
tion, is senseless if not related to a specific
identifiable individual or enterprise. The
unique essential elements that underlie
the right to identity, are simultaneously
also the characteristics that distinguish an
individual or enterprise with a particular
goodwill or reputation from another.

Any discussion of ambush marketing and
the need for regulation rests mainly on the
question of whether the particular sports
federation has a legally recognized inter-
est that would be violated or infringed
upon in the event of ambush marketing.
In other words, is the advertising value of
the sports event an interest worthy of legal
protection? The answer to this question
will detemline not only if regulation is
necessary, but will also indicate the extent
to which regulation is required, if indeed
there is an interest being threatened.

In this regard identity consists of that
uniqueness or distinctiveness that identi-
fies a person as an individual and sepa-
rates him from others. Identity is made
up of the collection of characteristics that
make an individual diBerent.38 in the case
of an enterprise, identity consists firstly
of the registered and common law trade-
marks of that enterprise. But it is also
so much more. It includes the manner in
which shops are fumished -- a person can
walk into a Mcdonalds fast food outlet

anywhere in the world and experience a
sense of familiarity. Identity also includes
the merchandise of an enterprise, as well
as the packaging and presentation. In the
case of a sports federation, identity also
consists of the toumaments that the sports
federation hosts that make it diHerent

from other sports federations. When one
thinks of the Intemational Olympic Com-
mittee, one involuntarily thinks of the
Olympic logo of five coloured rings on a
white background. At the same time, one
thinks of the Olympic Games, the grand
opening ceremony, the lighting of the Ol-

Most legal systems today recognize a vari-
ety of statutory and common law commer-
cial, personality and intellectual property
rights. It is particularly in this variety of
recognized rights that the advertising val-
ue of an enterprise as a legally protectable
interest lies. In some respects, the recogni-
tion and protection of advertising value is
quite obvious, such as in the case of reg-
istered trademarks in temps of applicable
legislation. When, whether by ambush
marketing or by other means, these rights
are infringed, the applicable law places a
variety of remedies at the disposal of the
disadvantaged party.

The position is similar to that of English
law. Judge Laddie34 puts it that

although the defendant may not dam-
age the goodwi!! as such, what he does
is damage the value of the goodwill to
the claimant because, insteadofbene$t-
ting from exclusive rights to Pits prop-
erty, the latter now ands that someorle
else is squatting on it. It isfor the owner
of goodwill to maintain, raise or lower
the quality ofhis reputation or to decide
who, U arWorte, can use it alongside
him. The ability to do that is compro-
mised if another can use the reputation
or goodwill without his permission and
as he !ikea.

The law has recognised for quite some
time that every business enterprise has a
subjective right to the goodwill of the en-
terprise.28 A sports federation, as an enter-
prise, accordingly also has this subjective
right to goodwill. This goodwill is notjust
the embodiment of the reputation of an

In Z)oug/as v He//a.r Z,/d.3s the House of
Lords held that photographs of the ap-
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ympic torch, the competition in a variety
of sport disciplines, and the list goes on.
They are all inseparable characteristics
that determine the identity of the Intema-
tional Olympic Committee. The same can
be said of other sports federations and the
large toumaments that they host.

titular sports federation, then it amounts
to ambush marketing and it is therefore
unlawful. Where advertising merely re-
lies on the increasing interest that a sports
event generates, without violating the
sport federation's right to goodwill, repu-
tation or identity, then it amounts to lawful
parallel marketing.

it unnecessary to adopt specific measures
for each particular sports event. This stip-
ulation does not specifically refer to sport,
which means that ambush marketing in
any other environment is also forbidden.
The statute books of both Switzcrland44
and Austrians also contain rules that can be

used to prohibit ambush marketing.
The right to identity can in this regard be
violated in one of two ways. Firstly, vio-
lation occurs if the unique characteristics
of that person are used in a manner that
cannot be reconciled with the true im-
age of that person. In addition, the un-
authorised use of the individual's image
includes some type of misrepresentation,
for example that the individual endorses
or approves of a particular product.3q
The unlawfulness in this type of situa-
tion mainly lies in the misrepresentation
regarding the person involved. If it is es-
tablished that every sports federation has
personality rights, and more specifically a
right to identity, then there can be no logi-
cal distinction between the case where the

false impression is created that a person
endorses a product, and the case where
advertising falsely alludes to a relation-
ship between a sports federation and an
enterprise.

Is regulation necessary?
Today it is unthinkable that intemational
sports federations would award any large
sports event to a particular country if regu-
lations to prohibit ambush marketing are
lacking. There is at least one good reason
For this. It is estimated that the sports in-
dustry annually loses more than $ I billion
due to varying forms of ambush market-
ing.40 The extent of these losses is in itself
already a strong indication that there may
be serious prejudice and that this prejudice
is not adequately addressed under current
law. The law recognizes the patrimonial
interest that every enterprise has in its
goodwill, together with the right to exploit
this interest profitably.47 Goodwill is an
asset which, just like any other trade as-
set, must be protected against misuse and
usurpation.

Intemational sports federations have rela-
tively recently become aware of ambush
marketing and measures to prohibit it
have only received serious attention in the
last decade. It must therefore be consid-
ered whether perhaps sport can get along
without any regulations to restrict ambush
marketing.

Research has shown that ambush market-
ing is very elective. It convinces consum-
ers that there is a close bond between an

enterprise and a sports event. Hence, re-
search indicates that ambush marketing
undermines the exposure of the ofhcial
sponsors. Consumers of:ten remember the
trade name that is used in ambush mar-

keting, while the ofhcial sponsors are
less of:ten seen as being associated with
the sports event. It all leads to confusion
amongst coHSumcFS.4i

Secondly, the right to identity is infringed
if a unique characteristic of a person is
used without authority by another person
for commercial gain. Besides the unlawful
use of the person's image, such use also
primarily has a commercial motive that
is exclusively intended to promote goods
or services in order to increase client or
customer base.40 This infringement of the
right to identity thus mainly concems the
unlawful use of the person's personal
characteristics for advertising purposes.
The unlawfulness in this case lies in the

violation of the right to freedom of asso-
ciation and the commercial exploitation
of the individual. If it appears that every
sports federation has personality rights,
and more specifically a right to identity,
then there can be no logical distinction
between the case where the image of an
individual can be used without authority
in advertising, and the case where adver-
tising without authority uses the image of
a sports federation.

The interest of sport

The view that regulation of ambush mar-
keting is not in the interest of sport is not
sustainable in the context of professional
sport. The more ambush marketing in
sport increases, the more the value of as-
sociation with a sports event decreases for
an ofhcial sponsor.48

But then, what about the 2006 Football
World Cup in GerTnany which seemingly
ran smoothly without the implementa-
tion of any legislation to restrict ambush
marketing? And what about the 2008 Eu-
ropean Football Championship in Austria
and Switzerland that was also apparently a
success in the absence of any such rules?42
The simple answer is that it is misleading
to suggest that ambush marketing was not
restricted during these events. It is true that
neither the German authorities, nor the

Swiss or Austrian authorities, implement-
ed any particular measures specifically for
the respective toumaments. However, am-
bush marketing is prohibited under Ger-
man law by means of laws aimed at un-
lawful competition. Misleading business
practices are viewed as unfair and thus
unlawful. More specifically, a business
practice is inter alia misleading if it con-
tains false infomlation or other mislead-

ing details, including statements or sym-
bols which directly or indirectly allude to
a sponsorship or to the endorsement of an
enterprise or the goods or services that are
associated with the enterprise.43 Here is
consequently a general provision that for-
bids ambush marketing in general, making

The further argument that restriction of
ambush marketing will deprive sport of
sponsorships, because many enterprises
that make use of ambush marketing are
actually sponsors on other levels of sport,
is equally untenable. It ignores the fact
that it is often those very same sponsors
that are demanding that sports federations
and authorities implement prohibitions on
ambush marketing.49

The converse is actually true. If ambush
marketing is not restricted, there is a very
real possibility that existing sponsors may
withdraw their sponsorships and follow
the route of ambush marketing them-
selves.so This is not just a hypothetical
risk. There have already been several cas-
es where sponsorships have been ended or
where former sponsors have resorted to
ambush marketing

The restriction of ambush marketing con-
sequently rests on the recognition and
protection of various related patrimonial
interests and personality interests, namely
goodwill, reputation and identity. Where
advertising during a large Spans event in-
fringes on one of these rights of the par- In 1993, the ofhcial sponsor, Panasonic,
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refused to fork out $2.5 million in spon-
sorship for the Fomiula ISouth African
Grand Prix. Oil producer Sasol had bom-
barded the area surrounding the Kyalami
racetrack with advertising boards and had
purchased the greatest part of the advertis-
ing time on the television broadcasting of
the event. The consequence was that Pa-
nasonic's sponsorship was overshadowed
and the impression created that Sasol was
the ofhcial sponsor of the South African
Grand Prix. In a later court battle, the court
ruled in favour of Panasonic, and held that
the funds could indeed be withheld.si

and not reactive. The risk of withdrawal of
sponsors is thus another reason to justin '
the implementation of measures restrict-
ing ambush marketing.

This lead to the organizers of the race
having insufhcient funds to satisfy their
financial obligations and consequently
being liquidated due to bankruptcy.a ' The
result of the debacle is that South Attica
has since not been able to host a Fomlula I
race. The liquidation of the organisers and
the associated protracted litigation left a
void and it was not possible in the follow-
ing years to host a Fomtula I race in South
Africa. Competition for the right to host
a Fomtula I Grand Prix is tough, since
there are limited opportunities available.
South Africa's loss was another country's
gain. This filled up the race calendar to the
extent that later attempts by South Africa
to secure another oppominity have been
in vain. 'lbe direct loss to the South Af-
rican economy is astronomical. In 1996
it was estimated that the Formula IAus-
tralian Grand Prix in Melboume that year
pumped $80 million into the gross do-
mestic product of the state of Victoria and
created more than two thousand full-time

jobs.os This may mean that the South Af-
rican economy has lost in the region of $1

billion and thousands ofjob opportunities
in the fiReen years since the previous For-
mula ISouth African Grand Prix. This is
largely owed to the fact that the sponsors
were not looked after.

Economic Interest

The economic impact of professional sport
reaches much further than merely ticket
sales, or the sale of merchandise, food and
beverages around the stadium. Sport an-
nually contributes approximately $ I bil-
lion in direct expenditure to the South Af-
rican economy.s8 Some large sports events
inherently have a large impact. nle rugby
tour of the British and Irish Lions in 2009
attracted around 37,000 tourists to South
Attica, and in six weeks contributed about
$200 m illion to the gross domestic product
in South Attica.SP The dress rehearsal for
the Football World Cup, the Confedera-
tions Cup, also drew about 15,000 visitors
to South Africa in 2009. and contributed
approximately $ 100 million to the econo-
my.ao in the same year, the Indian Premier
League cricket toumament, which was
moved to South Africa amid the unrest

surrounding the elections in India, contrib-
uted about $150 million to the economy.''
T'he Football World Cup in 20 10 attracted
an estimated 400,000 tourists to South Af-
rica, and contributed around S2 billion to
the gross domestic product.ez When one
takes into account that these events all
took place during the greatest economic
crisis since the Great Depression, the sta-
tistics are mind boggling. Furthermore, it
is estimated that the exposure that South
Africa received during the Football World
Cup by means of television broadcasts and
the experiences of tourists could amount
to an annual increase of 1,6 million more
tourists visiting South Africa than what
was originally estimated.63 To add to this,
one must account for the direct and indi-
rect job opportunities that are created as
a result of such sport events, particularly
in the construction and tourism industries.
Ultimately these economic benefits mean
that the billions of dollars of tax money
that are pumped into the events, eventu-
ally retum to the pockets of tax payers in
various ways and on a fairly large scale.

In 1997 the relationship between the Unit-
ed Cricket Board of South Africa and their

sponsor at that time, Vodacom, soured
after MTN 's blimp floated above the sta-
dium during the third test match between
South Africa and Australia.s2 The dispute
ended up in courts3 and eventually lead
to Vodacom withdrawing its sponsorship
h'om cricket.s4

'Be problem also emerged in Europe. The
manufacturer of potato chips, Pringles,
was one of the ofhcial sponsors during
the European Football Championship in
2000. By the time the next championship
dawned in 2004, Pringles had withdrawn
as sponsor and reverted to ambush mar-
keting instead.ss The result was that Prin-
gles still reaped the rewards of being as-
sociated with the soccer toumament, but
at a fraction of the costs, without having
to make any conuibution to the financing
of the toumament.

Besides that, the indirect losses are difh-
cult to detemiine. The direct broadcast of
any Fomlula I race attracts over 350 mil-
lion viewers in more than 150 countries.u
With the loss of this single annual oppor-
tunity, South Attica has been deprived of
one of the best opportunities of marketing
itself as a tourist and commercial destina-
tion.

In 2003 Australia and New Zealand were
to host the Rugby World Cup jointly. New
Zealand's rugby authorities were not capa-
ble of providing "clean" stadiums, without
any advertising. The Intemational Rugby
Board thus decided to strip New Zealand
of the honour of hosting certain matches,
with the result being that Australia ended
up being the sole host of the toumament.
The costs that New Zealand had incurred
in preparation for the toumament were
therefore wasted.s6

This all means that clamping down on am-
bush marketing clearly furthers a broader
economic interest, and is thus also justifi-
able in this regard.

Competitive advertising

Some advertisers view ambush marketing
purely as a creative marketing strategy.
When an enterprise takes on a specific
role in the market, its competitors should
have the right to seize every opportunity
possible to compete with that enterprise
for the attention of consumers.67 This ap-
proach suggests that it is only in sport that
certain forms of advertising are branded as
ambush marketing, while similar advertis-
ing schemes in other settings are deemed
acceptable.68

If ambush marketing is not restricted, there
is the risk that existing sponsors will stop
sponsoring events, and this is a significant
disadvantage that should be averted. It
may be that these are a few examples out
of the large number of sponsorships where
sponsors have indeed pulled out, but they
should not be overlooked, and the law
must also guard against the risk of harm
and not only the actual, existing hama.s7
In other words, the law must be proactive

Because of this it is of cardinal importance
that the sponsors that make large-scale
sports events possible must be protected.
Withdrawal of sponsors could have cata-
strophic consequences for sport. As men-
tioned above, in 2003 Panasonic refused
to pay out their $2 million sponsorship for
the Formula ISouth African Grand Prix.
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'His view is once again unfounded. It is
not only sport that labours under ambush
marketing. Any event that attracts the at-
tention of the public is susceptible to am-
bush marketing.a9

a logical extension of the law as regards
passing off and misappropriation.

card prominently sported the advertise-
ment of VISA, an ofhcial sponsor and
credit card service provider, in their win-
dows. Every fast food outlet, restaurant
and supemlarket displayed advertisements
of the ofhcial sponsor, Coca-Cola. Every
travel agent prominently displayed adver-
tisements of the ofhcial airline, Emirates.
Sport and clothing shops displayed adver-
tisements ofAdidas, another ofhcial spon-
sor, and sold replicas of Adidas's Jabulani
football. Electronics shops and depart-
ment stores displayed advertisements of
the of:facial sponsor, Sony. Any shop that
sold mobile phones and airtime advertised
MT'N as ofhcial sponsor. 'the ofhcial mas-
cot, Zakumi, was on sale everywhere. ibis
had advantages for all the involved par-
ties. The oMcial sponsors received maxi-
mum exposure in the process. This made it
especially difhcult for any competitors (at
least in South Attica) to overshadow the
ofhcial sponsors through ambush market-
ing. More importantly, smaller enterprises
still had the opportunity to take advantage
of the large numbers of visiting tourists,
despite the restrictions on ambush mar-
keting. As already mentioned, the tourist
spend in 20 1 0 contributed $2 billion to the
gross domestic product.77 in this way the
billions of dollars in taxes that the state

pumped into the World Cup eventually
found its way back to the enterprises that
paid the taxes in the first place.

Free market

Sainsbury's, sponsor of famous televi-
sion chef Jamie Oliver, were livid when a
photo of Oliver's wife, Jules, with a trol-
ley of groceries from a competitor, Wait-
rose, was published. Pepsi's $75 million
sponsorship contract with Britney Spears
came under threat when she was photo-
graphed with a can of Coca-Cola in her
hand. To Pepsi's great embarrassment,
Spears was later photographed holding a
can of Schweppes Sunkist.70 in Gemtany,
the whiskey manufacturer Jim Beam used
a photograph of a whiskey bottle on the
bonnet of a Rolls Royce motor vehicle.
The court held that Jim Beam wanted to
exploit the reputation and status of Rolls
Royce in an unauthorised manner to ad-
vertise their whiskey.7i in the United
States of America, the Washington Post
instituted legal action against Gator, an
enterprise employing pop-up advertise-
ments on intemet websites. The pop-up
advertisements oren market products in
direct competition with the products dis-
played on the website.72

Sports sponsorships, and especially the
hold that large multinational enterprises
have over sponsorship of major intema-
tional sports events, are often viewed as
anti-competitive. Measures to restrict am-
bush marketing entrench these anti-com-
petitive practises.74 it prevents competi-
tors of established sponsors from gaining
any advantage from the interest generated
by large sports events. It also seemingly
prevents smaller enterprises from getting
any advertising from large sports events.
This is unreasonable towards these small-

er enterprises, especially since they con-
tribute to the financing of the sports event
through the payment of taxes.

This problem can be easily avoided. The
measures that restrict ambush marketing
can include protection for these smaller
enterprises. This is also the position in
South Attica. Section 15A of the Mer-
chandise Marks Act7s empowers the Min-
ister of Trade and Industry to declare that
a sports event be protected against am-
bush marketing. The Minister may only
do so if the organizers have created suf-
ficient trade opportunities for the smaller
enterprises. Before the organizers of the
Football World Cup could thus claim pro-
tection under s15A, they had to present
plans which would advance the interests
of the smaller enterprises to the Minister.
(Whether or not such plans were indeed
implemented and carried out is not clear.
But the lack thereof would bring the va-
lidity of the Minister's notice, and con-
sequently the legal validity of any acts
against alleged instances of ambush mar-
keting, into question.76)

Ambush marketing is therefore to be
found all over, and is problematic regard-
less of the industry in which it is used.
Sport is thus no diHerent from any other
industry in this regard. The restriction of
ambush marketing in sport (as well as in
other industries) boils down to a statu-
tory extension of the common law pro-
hibition against unlawful competition.
Unlawful competition occurs when an
enterprise takes advantage of the reputa-
tion of a competitor to advertise its own
product. This is oren achieved by using
similar brand names or packaging to that
of a competitor. The aim is to deceive con-
sumers into confusing the product of that
enterprise (usually of an inferior quality)
with the product of the competitor (usual-
ly of a superior quality and more popular).
The sales of that enterprise are boosted in
this way at the expense of the competi-
tor's product.73 An important aspect of the
law regarding unlawful competition is
that it is aimed at protecting consumers
from misleading and confusing market-
ing practises. Is that not precisely the aim
with the regulation of ambush marketing?
As indicated previously, ambush market-
ing is hugely elective due to its success
at conf using consumers. The restriction of
ambush marketing should thus be seen as

The prohibition of ambush marketing
therefore does not necessarily have the
erect of suppressing smaller enterprises.
Large multinational enterprises are, how-
ever, still restricted. With Cola-Cola as an
ofhcial sponsor no room was left for Pepsi
or Schweppes to get a foot in the door with
advertising directed at consumers attend-
ing the World Cup. The ofhcial sponsor-
ships of Hyundai and Kia also prevented
any other vehicle manufacturers from
gamering any marketing oppommities
at the World Cup. In this regard, Leone7'
may have a valid argument when she as-
serts that sports sponsorships are anti-
competitive and that the business model
of sport should be revised. It is actually
not the entire business model that requires
revision, but only the manner in which
ofhcial sponsors are appointed. Most in-
temational sports federations, including
the Intemational Olympic Committee,
already have well established, long-term
relationships with certain sponsors.79 This
makes it impossible for other enterprises
to become involved as a sponsor of a large
sports event, even if they were to cher re-
markably greater value. Perhaps the time

There is also a practical solution. The
experience in South Africa was that the
smaller enterprises were not at all ex-
cluded from the advantages offered by the
Football World Cup. It was difhcult to find
a single shop where the 20 10 World Cup
logo was not prominently displayed. But
how could they do so without invoking
the wrath of the intemational soccer fed-
eration, Fll;IA?

The answer is simply that the business
enterprises displayed advertisements of
the ofhcial sponsors containing the 20 10

World Cup logo in their shops too. Every
business that accepted payment by credit
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has come to confront intemational sports
federations and require h-ee competi-
tion for large sponsorships. Why can the
sponsors for a specific Olympic Games or
World Championship not be appointed by
way of an open tender process? This is,
however, a wide-reaching issue that falls
outside the scope of this article.

fer".s4 Sometimes promotions occur in the
area of the stadium, which can include the
handing out of flyers or free samples.ss

ing or undue influence of consumers, pass-
ing oH. misappropriation, and interference
with a contractual relationship.89

The ultimate question is: which of these
Harms of marketing are lawful, and which
are not? Leones6 correctly remarks that it
is particularly difhcult to make this dis-
tinction. Her opinion that ambush market-
ing should not be regulated for this reason,
is short sighted. To the contrary, proper
regulation will result in the concept of am-
bush marketing being authoritatively de-
fined. Tbe advantage of such a definition is
that ofhcial sponsors and other enterprises
that wish to advertise during a large sports
event will have clarity on what is allowed
and what not. Enterprises will at the outset
also be made aware of the consequences
of the use of ambush marketing, and will
thus contribute to the discouragement of
the use of unlawfu! ambush marketing.
The uncertainty surrounding ambush mar-
keting is therefore a strong argument in
favour of implementing regulation.

Misleading or undue influence of consum-
ers is self explanatory, as is interference
with a contractual relationship. Ambush
marketing is particularly aimed at hijack-
ing the goodwill of a sports event, to the
detriment of the sports federation and the
ofhcial sponsors. In certain cases this can
also interfere with the contractual rela-
tionship between the sports federation and
the sponsor, in the sense that the sponsor
does not achieve the agreed advantages
from the relationship.90

Where is the line to be drawn?

It is true that it is oren difhcult to draw the

line between unlawful ambush marketing
and lawful parallel marketing. When ma-
jor sports events take place, a wide variety
of enterprises attempt to make use of the
opportunity to advertise in many diHerent
ways. The possible ways in which ambush
marketing and parallel marketing can take
place are endless, and the inventiveness of
advertisers Imows no bounds. It would be

impossible to present an exhaustive list,
and only a small selection of the countless
possibilities is therefore considered.

Passing of:f consists of the copying or
imitating of a competitor's logos or trade-
marks, or the use of packaging that is al-
most identical to that of the competitor's
packaging. This creates the impression
that the perfomlance of the party com-
mitting the act of passing off is equal to
the perfomlance of the competitor. Unsus-
pecting consumers that wish to purchase
the competitor's product are then deceived
into purchasing the product of the party
committing the act of passing off instead.91

One approach is for an enterprise to pur-
chase advertising space around a stadium
or air time during broadcasts. Enterprises
also purchase advertising space in maga-
zines and newspapers, especially in the
sports pages. It is especially where there
is a theme or golden thread regarding the
sports event running through such adver-
tisements that the line between the lawful
and the unlawful blurs.BO in exceptional
cases enterprises can use the trademarks
of the relevant sports federations or sports
events in such advertising without author-
ity and in an unlawful m&HBcr.8i

Are existing regulations insufbcient?

It is often suggested that the existing
laws oder sufhcient protection to sports
federations and their sponsors, and that
it is therefore unnecessary to implement
measures to restrict ambush marketing.
The cunent laws mainly oder protection
in two ways. Firstly, there is intellectual
property law that protects trademarks and
trade names. Secondly, there is the law of
competition which guards against unlaw-
ful and unfair competition.87

Misappropriation occurs when one com-
petitor takes advantage of another com-
petitor's reputation by openly creating
the impression of a connection with that
competitor.92 As such the majority of
cases of ambush marketing will fall into
this category. The objective of ambush
marketing is acer all to take advantage of
the interest in(or reputation of) a sports
event to achieve a trade advantage for an
enterprise.

Enterprises can sponsor specific athletes
or teams. Occasionally this requires the
specific athlete or team to use the spon-
sor's products, such as rugby or football
boots, during the sports event. In other
instances, the enterprise will advertise its
sponsorship of the athlete or team during
the sports event. Sometimes the athlete or
team will appear in the advertisements of
the enterprise.82

When an enterprise without pemlission
uses the names or logos of the Intemation-
al Olympic Committee or that of a sports
federation or sports toumament in its ad-
vertising, the law regarding trademarks
and trade names is infringed. The owner
of the trademark can institute legal action
to protect the trademark and prevent its
unlawful usc.SB in such cases, the existing
intellectual property laws already oder ad-
equate protection.

At face value therefore, it appears that the
current law does in fact have sufhcient
rules and regulations to eHectively pro-
tect sports federations or ofhcial sponsors
against ambush marketing. In cases where
trademarks are used without pemlission,
this is indeed the case. However, in cases
of unlawful competition the position is

not so clear. The law of competition of-
fers the disadvantaged party a remedy in
tort or delist. An essential requirement to
succeed with such a claim is the proof of
damages. The damage must in essence
be quantified. In many cases of ambush
marketing it is practically impossible to
meet this requirement. For example, how
does FIFA, or any of the ofhcial sponsors,
prove that they suRered damage as a re-
sult of Kulula.com's advertisement during
the World Cup that declared that Kulula is
the "Unofhcial national cartier of the 'you

It is possible for an enterprise to be a sec-
ondary sponsor of a sports event, but to
advertise their sponsorship aggressively
and out of proportion to the value of the
sponsorship.83

Competition law also overs a measure of
protection against ambush marketing. An
enterprise which improperly encroached
on the goodwill of a competitor can be
held liable in delist or tort for these ac-
tions. Infringement is improper when it is
contrary to public policy and negates the
merits of competition. Unlawf ul competi-
tion can take various fomls. With ambush
marketing, of importance is the mislead-

Enterprises oren make special akers
to the public during large sports events.
These overs may exceed the limits of
lawful advertising when referred to as
an "Olympic oder" or a "World Cup of-
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know what'"?93 Ambush marketing vio-
lates the goodwill of the sports event and
ofhcial sponsors, and as such it is very dif-
ficult to quantify damages in dollars and
dents.94

the mentioned ethical standards. To a large
extent, it boils down to the unlawful use
of a trade asset that vests in a particular
sports federation, and as such it is just as
detrimental and irresponsible as any other
form of usurpation. Furthemlore, ambush
marketing often leads to confusion, and in
this sense it is not fair towards consumers.

It is further irresponsible because it does
not treat all the role players fairly. Sports
federations do not get any advantage from
the usurping of their goodwill, and ofhcial
sponsors are upstaged unfairly. In addi-
tion, the losses suHered annually by sports
federations as a result of ambush market-

ing, and the danger that sponsorships may
be reduced or withdrawn on account of
ambush marketing, means that ambush
marketing is not socially or economically
responsible and that it is hamtful.

in London against ambush marketing. The
necessary measures are contained in the
London Olympic Games and Paralympic
Games Act 2006.

This approach is actually juristically un-
sound. 'l"he law should lay down gen-
eral regulations that apply to all similar
c&scs.97 The law should not provide relief
separately to each individual case, because
that results in the measures being arbitrary
and inconsistent.

Apart from that, an intemational sports
event, and the ambush marketing that ac-
companies it, is of short duration. It is of-
ten not worth the effort for sports federa-
tions and ofhcial sponsors to spend years
and years in civil litigation and appeals
while the ambush marketing only lasted
for several weeks.95 it is not uncommon
for litigation to drag on for considerably
longer than the four year interval between
each Olympic Games or World Cup.
>From a practical point of view, drawn
out civil litigation is therefore undesirable.

The promulgation of general measures is
preferable. This approach is followed in
Gemlany98 and South Afi'ica.99 it is also the
approach taken in New Zealand with the
promulgation of the Major Events Man-
agement Act 2007. Some federal states in
Australia have also since begun to move
in the same direction with the Queensland
Major Sports Facilities Act 2001 and the
Victoria Major Sports Events Act 2009.

Despite the fact that there are existing
laws that can, at least in theory, oder the
required protection against ambush mar-
keting, in reality those measures are often
not effective. Thus there is a great need
for elective practical regulation to restrict
ambush marketing.

Because of all of this, it is difhcult tojusti-
fy ambush marketing from an ethical point
of view. Although the unethical nature of
ambush marketing in itself is perhaps not
a reason to forbid it, together with all the
arguments already advanced, it strongly
indicates that regulation is both necessary
and desirable.

Regardless of whether the measures are
aimed at a specific event or are of gen-
eral application, the measures all have
one thing in common: they prohibit any
suggestion or allusion to a connection
between an enterprise and the protected
sports event.joo

Ethical questions

The phenomenon of ambush marketing in-
evitably raises the question whether such
advertising practices are ethically justifi-
able. There are three important ethical
principles relevant to advertising.96 First-
ly, advertising must be responsible. The
advertising industry overs a service to a
community of enterprises and consumers.
On the one hand. an advertiser must assist

an enterprise to market its goods and serv-
ices and increase its profit margin. On the
other hand, advertisers also have a respon-
sibility towards consumers, mainly to en-
sure that they are not misled. Advertisers
also have a duty to ensure that advertis-
ing is fair towards all the parties involved,
including other enterprises. Secondly, ad-
vertising must be socially and economi-
cally accountable. Thirdly, advertising
must not be harmful. Advertisers must be
aware of the conscious and subconscious

consequences of advertising. An adver-
tisement for a vacuum cleaner or washing
powder could, for example, further en-
trench the stereotypical image of the role
of women in our society, and this can be
detrimental. Another example could be the
use of cartoons in advertisements for alco-

holic beverages, which could be harmful
towards children.

Quo vadim regulation?

It may be clear that ambush marketing
does in fact need to be regulated. The
question then remains to what extent and
in what way should it be done. Statutory
measures to guard against ambush market-
ing mainly fall in two categories, namely
specific measures that are only applicable
to a specific sports event or specific type
of advertising, and general measures that
are applicable to any sports event that
meets certain requirements.

According to these regulations, the mere
purchasing of advertising space near
the stadium, advertising air time during
broadcasts or advertising space in maga-
zines and newspapers will not amount
to ambush marketing. Sponsorships of
athletes or teams are not affected by the
provisions, and the athletes are pemlit-
ted to use the sponsor's products during
the sports event. During the 2010 Foot-
ball World Cup where Adidas was an of-
ficial sponsor, Nike inter alia sponsored
the ofhcial clothing for the teams from
the Netherlands, Brazil and the United
States of America, while Puma sponsored
the clothing for the teams from Italy, Al-
geria and Ghana. The relevant enterprise
is also pemaitted to advertise its sponsor-
ship of a particular team during the period
of the toumament. During the 2010 Soc-
cer World Cup, ABSA made no secret of
the fact that they were the ofhcial spon-
sor of the South African soccer team, and
no steps were taken against ABSA, even
though First National Bank was one of the
oMcial sponsors of the toumament.

Australia applied the approach of imple-
menting specific measures for a particu-
lar sports event. On a national level, this
includes Sydney 2000 Games (Indicia
and Images) Protection Act 1996 and the
Melboume 2006 Commonwealth Games
Protection Act 2005. On a regional level,
the Victoria State Australian Grand Prix
Act 1994 and the New South Wales Ol-
ympic Arrangements Act 2000. Legisla-
tive measures are also focused on regulat-
ing certain fomts of ambush marketing,
as with the Victoria Major Events Aerial
Advertising Act 2007.

A similar approach is taken in the United
Kingdom, where legislation was promul-
gated to protect the 20 12 olympic Games

Therefore there is still provision for paral-
lel marketing. An essential element of the
measures is that advertising must allude
to an involvement with the sports eventAmbush marketing does not meet any of
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for it to be classified as ambush market-
ing. When advertising uses the logo and
trademark of the sports federation or
sports event without authority, the provi-
sions are infringed. Any direct or indirect
reference to the sports event in advertising
could possibly amount to a violation of the
measures.

tian against New Zealand Telecoms, but
based on the law at the time, the court
dismissed the application because it did
not violate the trademark of the Olympic
Committee.i02 New Zealand only prom-
ulgated legislation in 2007 to restrict
ambush marketing, and the question is
how the advertisement would have been

judged if the legislation had been in force
at the time. If one applies the context test
to the facts, one can conclude that the ad-
vertisement would probably not have had
the same impact in another context. The
word "ring" in the context of an advertise-
ment for mobile phones is not unexpected,
but the importance of the positioning and
colours would have lost its erect in other

circumstances. Consequently, under cur-
rent legislation it would probably have
been deemed to be ambush marketing.

be meaningful even when viewed out of
the context of the World Cup, and it thus
amounts to lawful parallel marketing.

Conclusion

It appears that there is an increasing ten-
dency to restrict ambush marketing by
means of specific legislation. This ten-
dency is encouraged by the realization
that ambush marketing is detrimental, not
only for the ofhcial sponsors of intema-
tional sports events and sports federations,
but also for the economic wellbeing of re-
gions and countries. It is further promoted
by the prestige associated with the hosting
of major intemational sports events and
the rivalry between cities and countries
to be appointed as hosts. Focused legis-
lation will undoubtedly do much in the
way of addressing the problem of ambush
marketing. Also undoubtedly, however,
advertisers will come up with innovative
advertising campaigns that will test, and
oren blur, the boundary between ambush
and parallel marketing. As long as there
are still major intemational sports events,
the discourse in this regard will continue.

One can apply a simple context test to
draw the line between lawful parallel mar-
keting and unlawful ambush marketing.
The test merely requires that the specific
advertisement be taken out of the con-
text of the sports event and be considered
against the backdrop of a nomtal, every-
day situation. If the message in the adver-
tisement can still be regarded as mean-
ingful, then it is parallel marketing. If the
message is rendered senseless, then there
is a clear infringement on the goodwill of
the sports event and it can be categorised
as ambush marketing. In other words, is
the advertisement of such a nature that it
is to be expected in the everyday, ordinary
course of business? if so, it is parallel mar-
keting. If it is obviously only focused on
the specific sports event, then it is ambush
marketing.

How would ABSA's advertising during
the World Cup be regarded? ABBA ag-
gressively advertised their ofhcial spon-
sorship of the South African national foot-
ball team. Football is a game that is played
all year round, and the national team does
on occasion take part in toumaments and
fi'iendly matches. The marketing of the
sponsorship would consequently still

One can illustrate this context test by
means of a few examples. During the 20 10

Football World Cup, the low-cost airline,
Kulula.com, launched an advertising cam-
paign in the Sunday newspapers in which
it stated that it was the "unofhcial national
carrier of the 'you know what"'. The ad-
vertisement also consisted of images of
footballs, vuvuzelas, a soccer player and
an image of a structure that looked very
similar to the soccer stadium in Cape
Town.ioi When one views this advertise-

mcnt outside the context of the World Cup,
it makes very little sense. It is thus hardly
surprising that Kulula.com was threatened
with legal action. They wisely decided not
to try their luck in the courts.

I An earlier Afrikaans version of this article

entitled "Sluikreklame in Sport" was published
an Litnlet Akademies Geesteswetemkappe &
wwwlltnet.co.za/cgi-bin/gila.cgi?cmdscause
dir news item&cause id=1270&news
id=1 1 1 977&fat id=284] 1 am much indebted to
Jong Laubscher who assisted with this English
translation. Any enors are solely due to my stub-
bornness.
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